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Aventures WET SET MTL 

"Speed over the edge"

Aventures WET SET MTL provides exciting tours for jet-skiing lovers.

There are total four different types of jet-ski excursions at the venue. The

duration of the water sports is from minimum twenty minutes to maximum

of three hours. To enjoy the exciting experience the minimum age

required is six years. Want to ride the jet-ski? Make sure you are sixteen

years of age and above with a valid driving license.

 +1 514 701 9387  www.wetsetmtl.com/  infos@wetsetmtl.com  Place Jacques Cartier,

Jacques-Cartier Pier,

Montreal QC
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Allez Up 

"Recreational Indoor Climbing Gym"

If you're on vacation and in Montreal needing some time at the gym, then

Allez-Up is the place to go! Whether you want to take the opportunity to

learn or use the skills you already have, Allez-Up provides the perfect

climbing environment. Make sure to call ahead anmake a reservation for

two if you are not a member of the gym already, or know someone who is.

Allez-up also provides all equipment you would need. The gym is located

in the historic Saint-Henri neighborhood right by the Lachine canal, you

can bike along the canal and then enjoy a great couple of hours climbing

the numerous levels of walls. - Williamina Deneault

 +1 514 989 9656  1555 Rue Saint-Patrick, Montreal QC
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Montréal Rafting 

"Thrill and Fun"

Montréal Rafting offers family friendly, action-packed water sports

activities. There are three different water sports available at the venue

namely rafting, jet boating and tandem rafting. One of the most

interesting adventures is the group rafting, which is meant for group of

family, friends and colleagues. With such a wide array of activities to

choose from based on difficulty levels, it is an ideal venue for beginners

and seasoned rafters alike. Book one of their rafting or jet boarding tours

and embark on a thrilling jaunt, as you navigate the fierce rapids and cut

through the gusty waves.

 +1 514 767 2230  raftingmontreal.com/en/ra

fting-jet-boating-

downtown-montreal/

 info@raftingmontreal.com  8912 Boulevard LaSalle,

LaSalle, Montreal QC
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SkyVenture Montréal 

"Free Falling Thrill"

Get a thrill of free falling at SkyVenture Montréal without any safety risks.

The huge vertical wind tube has an air stream set on high speed to give a

feel of what it is really up in the sky. Set your adrenaline racing as you free

fall with an expert with you. Whether young or old, this experience will

definitely remain for a long time.

 +1 514 524 4000  www.skyventuremontreal.

com/

 info@skyventuremontreal.c

om

 2700 Avenue Du

Cosmodome, Centropolis,

Laval QC
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Ski Mont Saint-Bruno 

"Ski Facility"

The Ski Mont Saint-Bruno is a ski facility that is located along the Mont

Saint-Bruno. Graced with challenging courses, tricky slopes and perilous

glades, this is the place to be of you're an adrenaline junky with a love for

snow. With designated areas for people of different skill levels, including a

fun zone for kids, this resort has something for everyone. This resort also

features a skiing school and offers numerous skiing sessions and

workshops for first-timers and children.

 +1 450 653 3441  skisaintbruno.ca/  550 Rang des Vingt-cinq Est, Saint-

Bruno-de-Montarville QC
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